
TAROT MAY CHALLENGE 
 

 
As we are talking a lot about inclusion in our cards, decks, movies, etc. I thought we can use 
this principle for may but in another way ! There are different meanings in different countries 
for every day of May. 
In this challenge we will get out of the box, we will have questions that will take you in a 
journey through the world, through National and International days and through an inner 
journey also !  
In Weekends and some days we will have more exercises to do with our decks, so your 
exercises are welcome, enjoy your month of study, Happy spring and much LOVEE 
Ouassima 
 
 
Follow us here : #maychallenge #tarotchallenge #studyyourtarotdeckin21days #haindltarot 
#meetmydeck #tarotlovers #forloveofcards 
 

Note that : 

◦ this booklet offers practical and fun exercises, short and sweet that you can do whatever the time you have in your day. 
Whether you have 5 minutes or want to take an hour a day to dive deeper in your study, it's up to you J 
◦ The principles are simple: Being concrete and having fun together! 
◦ We all know that sometimes, being alone can be demotivating, while in a group, we support each other, It is stimulating ! 
◦ Join us to share your impressions, your spreads, your experiences, your feelings with a lovely community of card lovers... 

Frequently asked questions  

o How to start ? Even if we have created this booklet in a certain order, you do not have to follow it word by word, follow 
you rhythm and time.  

o Do I need to know how Tarot system works ? It may help, but if you don’t, there is no problem, our questions and 
spreads can speak to any lever Tarot reader. We encourage you to jump in, because we have to start somewhere, right 
?  

o What if I do not have time? Our goal is to help you practice in 5 minutes or more per day, that’s why we didn’t put any 
obligations or strict rules. If you do the challenge in 21 days that’s perfect, if you don’t, don’t blame yourself, instead, 
use this energy to do more spreads J  

o Am I obliged to have the deck you intend to study ? In case you do the challenge alone : NO. In group : That will help as 
focus in “Getting to know a deck”. But WAIT, don’t jump into Amazon or Etsy to get it, wait for the next challenge, or tell 
us what deck you “already have ” and you want to study; you can choose also a deck that has the same vibes J.  

o Can I use different oracles and tarot decks at the same time ? That’s your choice, but the reason we created this 
challenge is to stay focused on one deck at the time, but we can add oracles for example to it as Combos !  

o The deck doesn’t speak to me after a week ! Don’t panic ! It can happen, so ask yourself if this deck is for you, or are 
you having a Tarot burnout... or do you want different exercises. In all cases, share with us , we might be living the same 
thing LOL  

o Do I need to share in this group ? You are highly encouraged to do so by taking pictures and sharing your thoughts as it 
is a way to gather insights and impressions about the same deck. It helps you also to practice and exchange Tarot 
reading with othersJ  

o Other questions ? DO not hesitate to ask us in the group J 
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May 1 - Start 

 
 
Today we will start with a simple question, prepare your study deck, ours will be the Haindl Tarot and we will use it for all the 
month of may in our facebook group, of course, if you don’t have it you can use another deck J 
 
What will bring you this month ? What surprises does it prepare for you ? 
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May 2 

 
Teachers' Day (Iran) 
Do you remember any teacher from your childhood that you liked ? How did he inspire you ? Pick a card or more  
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May 3 

 
 
World Press Freedom Day 
Ask your deck : What truth am I hiding from the world? What truth do I need to say LOUD? How can I be more free in 
expressing myself ? 
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May 4 

 
 
Bird Day (United States) 
What would be the message of the birds to me today ? 
What can I do to be more in contact with them ? 
Take a picture of your cards + a Synchronicity picture (something related to the question of the day or that attracted your eye 
today) 
 
Star Wars Day (International observance) 
Do we need to defend the “humanity” today ? From what and how ? 
What are the invasions/dark sides we suffer from, today ? 
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May 5 

 
Children's Day (Japan, Korea) 
What do I need to celebrate today as a child ? How can I spread my smile and enthusiasm as a child to the world ? 
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May 6 

 
 
International No Diet Day, Day of Bravery (Bulgaria) And Police Day (Georgia) 
What is ONE thing I want to do/eat/make today, but I have stopped myself many times ?  
What If I do it ? Will it be Bravery.. or delinquency ? 
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May 7 

 
 
Radio Day (Russia, Bulgaria) 
Pick 3 cards and imagine that each card is a station of radio or a “show” what would they be ? A political Talk, a romance, a 
music, etc.? 
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May 8 

 
 
White Lotus Day (Theosophy) : meditation day !  
White Lotus Day is a celebration that encourages meditation about the metaphor of the lotus. The lotus is born under the 
mud, growing through the water to achieve the surface, and therefore the air and the light of sun. This growth is identified 
with man's life, born in earth but desiring the elevation to the air. The seeds of lotus contain (even before they germinate) 
perfectly formed leaves, a miniature shape of what they would become.  
Pick consciously a card that represents the Lotus vibration or metaphor for you and meditate with it today 
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May 9 

 
 
Victory and Peace Day (Armenia)  
Victory and peace commemoration days are always held to celebrate liberation, end of war, the duality od confrontation 
between countries and nations… 
But they are way far than that, they are our initial state that we forgot while living the duality of this material world. Victory 
“against” is just another type of confrontation and dualistic way of seeing the world.  
Ask your deck, what is the real meaning of “victory” for you ? 
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May 10 

 
 
Flower Festival in Azerbaijan 
Pick a card for each question : 
What is my relationship with flowers ? 
What can I do to Honor Nature ? 
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May 11 

 
National Technology Day (India) 
National Technology Day is observed every year on 11th of May in India, acting as a reminder of the anniversary of Shakti. 
Shakti is the Pokhran nuclear test which was held on 11th of May, 1998. The day highlights the important role of Science in 
our daily lives and encourages students to embrace Science as a career option 
 
Pick a card or more : 
How can I learn from/ coop with / benefit from New Technologies ? 
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May 12 

 
 
International Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome  
Awareness Day 
International Nurses Day 
All together, these day is asking us to look at our physical condition with awareness and take care of ourselves even if it may 
be difficult with some Chronic and unknown dis-ease we meet more and more. So ask your deck : 
How can I be more aware in my relationship with my body ? How can I take better care of my body ? 
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May 13 

 
 
Heroes' Day (Romania) 
You are the hero of your own journey … Do you know it ? Do you feel it ? Do you assume it ? 
Pick a card or more… 
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May 14 

 
 
First day of Izumo-taisha Shrine Grand Festival. (Izumo-taisha, Japan)  
Pick a card or more and make your own Shrine today, each car should represent a Deity, Ally, Spirit guide your work with J 
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May 15 

 
 
Beginning of Tourette Syndrome awareness month. It ends on June 15 
“Tourette Syndrome is one type of Tic Disorder. Tics are involuntary, repetitive movements and vocalizations. They are the 
defining feature of a group of childhood-onset, neurodevelopmental conditions known collectively as Tic Disorders and 
individually as Tourette Syndrome, Chronic Tic Disorder (Motor or Vocal Type), and Provisional Tic Disorder. The three Tic 
Disorders are distinguished by the types of tics present (motor, vocal/ phonic, or both) and by the length of time that the tics 
have been present.” Support here : https://tourette.org/about-tourette/overview/treatment/ 
 
I think that we all have a similar syndrome, not necessarily on the physical plan but maybe mental, maybe emotional, we 
repeat the same tic, thought, way of doing, way of feeling over and over without knowing it or if we know, without assuming 
it. 
Ask your cards :  
So what is your Tic ? What do you need to do about it ? 
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May 16 

 
 
VACATION DAY or not !  
If you have a spread or an exercise, share it here !  
 
Take this day also to reflect on the month and all the questions your answered J 
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May 17 

 
 
World Hypertension Day 
Pick a card or more : 
What annoys you the most ? 
What card in the deck annoys most !!!  
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May 18 

 
 
Choose your exercise : 
Choice 1 : International Museum Day : Pick a card or more to build up your own museum. 
what do you see when you visit meseums ? What makes a spark in your heart ? What does attract you ? Do you find these 
points in the cards your picked up ?  
 
Choice 2 : Revival, Unity, and Poetry of Magtymguly Day (Turkmenistan) : Use these cards to create a small poem 
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May 19 

 
 
Hepatitis Testing Day (United States) 
Hepatitis is an inflammation of the liver. The condition can be self-limiting or can progress to fibrosis (scarring), cirrhosis or 
liver cancer. Hepatitis viruses are the most common cause of hepatitis in the world but other infections, toxic substances 
(e.g. alcohol, certain drugs), and autoimmune diseases can also cause hepatitis. Source here : 
https://www.who.int/features/qa/76/en/ 
 
Ask your deck : 
What does the Liver represents in the energetic, emotional, spiritual field ? 
How can you help him in his work ? 
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May 20 

 
 
World Metrology Day 
Did you ever use cards to predict the weather ? Pick a card for each or the next 6 days to “predict weather”! 
Pick an Extra card : How can I Honor the Weather ? 
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May 21 

 
 
World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development (International) 
Study time : Look at your deck and : 

- Find in what way it is diverse ? 
- How does it dialogue this diversity ? 
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May 22 

 
 
International Day for Biological Diversity (International) 
The United Nations has proclaimed May 22 The International Day for Biological Diversity (IDB) to increase understanding and 
awareness of biodiversity issues. This year’s celebrations of the International Day for Biological Diversity, on 22 May 2019, 
focus on biodiversity as the foundation for our food and health and a key catalyst to transforming food systems and 
improving human health. Source : https://www.cbd.int/idb/2019/ 
 
Ask your deck : What are the best habits I need to develop about my nutrition ? In what way can I bring more diversity of 
food into my life ? 
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May 23 

 
Students' Day (Mexico) : what does make you curious and make you feel a student (no matter how old your are)? Pick a card 
or more  
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May 24 

 
 
Feast of Mary Help of Christians (Roman Catholicism) 
Mary is universal for me, she is in the religions but surpass them… 
Pick a card or more : 
What is my relationship to Mary Today ? How can I embrace her qualities ? 
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May 25 

 
 
Africa Day (African Union) and African Liberation Day (African Union) 
I was born in Africa, in this sacred and old land where cultures and people are so diversified that it brought lust, wars but also 
richness … 
Ask your deck : 
What does Africa represents for me ? 
What can I learn from this land ? 
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May 26 

 
 
Crown Prince's Birthday (Denmark), Mother's Day (Poland) & National Day of Healing (Australia) 
How was your birth ? DO you feel you need some healing around your birth or your relationship to the “mother archetype” ? 
Take the Empress card and pick 2 other cards with the intention to heal your relationship with this archetype 
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May 27 

 
 
Exchange a reading : give and receive : 
If you have questions, decisions to take, exchange a reading : ask for a reading and give one here  
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May 28 

 
 
VACATION TIME or not ! 
If you have an exercise or a spread, share it here. 
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May 29 

 
 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy was born 29 mai 1917 at Boston in Massachusetts, he is still the most famous president even if he 
didn’t stay for a longtime as president.  
Mediumship :  
Choice 1 : Pick a card or more with these questions : I ask John Fitzgerald Kennedy to give me a message that will help me in 
this step of my life. 
While working with spirits and ancestors, always act with respect and honor them and the work they have done in this 
planet. 
 
Choice 2 : I ask my ancestors to give me a message to help me in this step of my life.  
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May 30 

 
 
Parliament Day (Croatia) : Imagine you are a member of the parliament, what cause would you bring there/defend ? What 
would you say : Pick a card or more J 
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May 31 

 
 
World No Tobacco Day (International) 
What addiction do you still have till now ? Do you judge yourself ? What do you need to do with that ? pick a card or more… 
Take this day also to reflect on the month and all the questions your answered J 
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Bonus part 
 
This month: 

Ø I used these decks : 
 
 
 
 

Ø These crystals : 
 
 
 
 
 

Ø I had this card way too much :  
 
 
 
 

Ø I had this major events :  
 
 
 
 
 

Ø I realized this projects:  
 
 
 
 
 

Ø I was happy to : 
 
 
 
 
 

Ø I will keep these decks :  
 
 
 
 
 

Ø I will let go these decks :  
 
 
 
 
 

Ø I bought these decks : 
 
 


